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Abstract
We consider the problem of mapping probes to locations along the genome given noisy
pairwise distance data as input. The model used is quite general: The input consists of a collection
of probe pairs and a distance interval for the genomic distance separating each pair. We call this
the probe-location problem. Because the distance intervals are only known with some condence
level, some may be erroneous and must be identied and removed in order to nd a consistent
map. This is cast as the gang-ltering problem. To the author’s knowledge, this is a previously
unstudied combinatorial problem that can be viewed as a generalization of classical group testing.
A randomized algorithm for this problem is proposed. All the algorithms were implemented and
experimental results were collected for synthetic data sets (with and without errors) and real
data from a region of human chromosome 4. ? 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
This work was motivated by the goal of mapping probes along a chromosome
based on separation distance intervals estimated from uorescence in-situ hybridization
(FISH) experiments. 1 As the problem is too big to solve by hand, some previous
algorithmic approaches include: a seriation algorithm [2], a simulated annealing ap-
proach [6], and a branch and bound algorithm [7]. Due to their exhaustive nature, these
methods are limited to problems with about 20 probes or fewer. The probe-location al-
gorithm presented here has been implemented and can solve problems with 100 probes
in several minutes on a workstation.
E-mail address: mumey@cs.montana.edu (B. Mumey)
1 A FISH experiment measures the physical distance (on a microscope slide) between pairs of uorescently
marked probes hybridized to an interphase chromosome [9,8] For genomic distances of up to about 1{2
megabases, DNA folding can be described by a random walk model. Statistics can be used to estimate a
condence interval for the genomic distance (in base-pairs) separating two probes given a measured sample
of physical distances.
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The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: In the rst section, the probe-
location problem is formally dened and shown to be equivalent to a particular graph
problem. Certain sparse instances of the problem are shown to be NP-complete. An
exhaustive heuristic algorithm to nd all the feasible solutions is described in the next
section. Provided that the input is not from the small class of hard sparse instances, the
algorithm is quite eective. The gang-ltering problem is examined in the next section.
The problem is a generalized version of group testing [1,4], of possible independent
interest. Deterministic and randomized approaches are presented. Experimental results
on synthetic data sets as well as FISH distance data for human chromosome 4 are
given in the next section. Other problems for which the probe-location algorithm could
be useful are described in the last section. Possible generalizations to the error model
are also briey mentioned.
2. The probe-location problem
The input for an instance of the probe-location problem is a list of probes fp1; : : : ; png
and a list of m separation constraints of the form f(i; j; l; u)g, with 06l6u in all cases.
A separation constraint (i; j; l; u) indicates that the distance between pi and pj falls
in the interval [l; u]. We are interested in nding the set of feasible probe positions
f(x1; : : : ; xn)g such that jxi − xjj 2 [l; u] for all separation constraints (i; j; l; u). We
will show that the probe-location problem is equivalent to nding feasible edge orien-
tations in a graph. The output will then be an enumeration of all such feasible edge
orientations.
If (x1; : : : ; xn) is a feasible solution, then for each separation constraint (i; j; l; u),
exactly one of the following containments must hold:
xj − xi 2 [l; u]; (1)
xi − xj 2 [l; u]: (2)
These containment choices are represented in the edge orientation graph, G = (V; E).
The vertices of the graph are the variables xi. Each separation constraint (i; j; l; u)
contributes a directed edge in the graph between xi and xj. If (1) holds, then the edge
is directed from xi to xj and is said to be left oriented. If (2) holds, then the edge
is directed from xj to xi and is said to be right oriented. We allow a pair of vertices
to have multiple edges connecting them; this would occur if the same pair of probes
occurred in several separation constraints.
If the orientation of each edge is specied, then nding the feasible set of probe
positions reduces to solving a linear program of a particular form. Solutions to the linear
program will also be solutions to the probe location problem instance. If a solution
exists, the edge orientation is said to be feasible. Thus, the problem is to nd all the
feasible edge orientations and their probe position solution sets. The probe positions
solution sets can be visualized by a two-dimensional apparatus consisting of vertical
rods for the probes and sliding boxes rigidly attached to horizontal rods for the distance
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Fig. 1. Representing probe position solutions.
Fig. 2. Each individual 4-cycle is feasibly orientable, but they cannot be simultaneously oriented. The left
cycle requires that the middle edges run in the same direction, while the right cycle requires the middle
edges run in opposite directions.
constraints (see Fig. 1). If a probe bar has an attached bead that falls within a box, then
the bead is constrained to stay within this box. This xes the relative orientation of
the two probes and constrains the separation distance to fall in the interval determined
by the length of the horizontal rod and the size of the box. Note that the triangle
inequality holds for a solution (x1; : : : ; xn), as the points fall on a line.
We next show that a standard algorithm can be used to quickly check whether a par-
ticular edge orientation is feasible. Each directed edge in the edge orientation graph con-
tributes two such constraints, since the containment xj−xi 2 [l; u] can be represented as
xj − xi6u and xi − xj6− l:
A linear program with constraints entirely of this form has a useful property: It has
a feasible solution if and only if there are no negative weight cycles in the edge ori-
entation graph [3]. The weight of a cycle is computed as follows: If an edge with
associated distance interval [l; u] is traversed in the forward direction, u is added to
the weight; if the edge is traversed in the backward direction, l is subtracted from
the weight. Fig. 2 shows a graph that cannot be feasibly oriented. The Bellman{Ford
algorithm [3] can be used to check for the existence of negative cycles in O(nm) time,
where n is the number of vertices and m is the number of edges. If no negative cycles
exist, the Bellman{Ford algorithm outputs a solution vector (x1; : : : ; xn) that minimizesP
xi. This implies the linear program is feasible. The solution space of the linear
program represents all probe location solutions which are consistent with the specied
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edge orientation. The space of all feasible probe locations is thus the union of the
solution spaces consistent with all feasible edge orientations.
Actually nding a feasible edge orientation can sometimes be hard, as the following
theorem indicates.
Theorem 1. Probe-location is NP-complete for edge orientation graphs consisting of
one large cycle.
Proof. The proof is via a reduction from the NP-complete problem set-partition [5].
This is the problem of deciding whether there is a partition of a set of real numbers
such that the sums of the numbers in each side of the partition are equal. Let the
set of numbers of a particular instance IS of set-partition be fd1; : : : ; dng. Consider
the instance IP of probe-location with probes fp1; : : : ; png and separation constraints
(i; (imod n)+1; di; di) for i=1; : : : ; n. We will show there is a one-to-one correspondence
between solutions of IS and IP. Let (x1; : : : ; xn) be a solution IP. We identify it with a
unique partition of the fdig as follows: In the associated edge orientation graph, if ei
is oriented from i to (imod n) + 1 then we put i on the left side L of the partition,
otherwise if ei is oriented from (imod n) + 1 to i, we put i on the right side R of the
partition. Notice that the sum around the cycle is:
0 = (x1 − x2) +   + (xn−1 − xn) + (xn − x1)
=
X
i2R
(xi − x(i mod n)+1)−
X
i2L
(xi − x(i mod n)+1)
=
X
i2R
di −
X
i2L
di:
Thus (L; R) is a solution of IS. Likewise any partition (L; R) which is a solution of IS is
identied with a unique edge orientation which is a solution of IP. The reduction from
IS to IP can clearly be done in polynomial time, so we conclude that probe-location is
NP-complete.
Empirically, the problem becomes easier when additional distance intervals are known.
Additional intervals add new edges in the edge orientation graph. New edges decompose
large cycles into many smaller cycles, each of which is constrained to be non-negative.
These additional constraints help to guide the search for feasible edge orientations. The
next section presents an algorithm which relies on this fact to exhaustively nd all the
feasible edge orientations.
2.1. Finding feasible edge orientations
As indicated, we are interested in nding the set of feasible edge orientations in the
edge orientation graph. We present an algorithm to determine this set. The general idea
is to represent edge orientations as paths in a binary tree called the edge orientation
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tree. All the internal nodes at a particular height in the tree are associated with one
edge in e 2 E. Left branches from nodes at this level x e to have a left orientation.
Right branches x e to have a right orientation. Each edge in E is assigned a unique
level. Thus, a path in this tree from the root to a leaf xes the orientation of every edge.
A depth-rst exhaustive search is conducted from the root to nd all feasible solution
paths. At each new node the Bellman{Ford algorithm is run to determine whether the
edge orientations xed so far are feasible in the subgraph containing these edges. If
not, the subtree rooted at this node is pruned from the search. The performance of this
approach is highly dependent on the order in which edges occur in the edge orientation
tree. If a poor edge ordering is used, then many dead-end branches will be explored
before a feasible solution path is found. Assume the search strays o a feasible path
by misorienting a particular edge ev directly above node v. The search will eventually
be blocked because some set of edges are now impossible to feasibly orient, given the
path above v is xed. Lemma 2 shows that ev will always be an edge in this blocking
set. Furthermore, this set must include an Eulerian subgraph composed of cycles that
cannot be mutually oriented. This observation suggests that the edges should be ordered
in such a way that cycles appear in the edge list as nearly consecutive runs. This way,
when the search proceeds down a dead-end path it will be likely to encounter the
remaining edges of a blocking set quickly and be stuck.
Lemma 2. Let v be the node encountered when the edge orientation search rst strays
from a feasible solution path and let ev be the parent edge of this node. If the edge
orientations above v are held xed, then any subset of edges S that cannot be feasibly
oriented must include ev.
Proof. Let S be a set of edges that cannot be feasibly oriented given the orientations
above v are held xed. Let p be a feasible solution path that goes through v’s par-
ent node. Consider the edge orientation path p0 induced by assigning the remaining
edges below v the same orientation that p does. Since p provides a feasible orienta-
tion of S, and p0 and p only dier in their orientation of ev, it follows that S must
contain ev.
The following heuristic attempts to order the edges so that cycles are occur in near-runs:
Assume that the graph is connected. If this is not the case, then each connected com-
ponent is independent and can be treated separately. The general idea is to order the
edges of the subgraph induced by a set of vertices V and incrementally increase the
size of V . Initially, V consists of the singleton vertex of greatest degree. A breadth-rst
search is conducted to nd a shortest path that leaves and re-enters V . If there are any
new vertices on this path, they are added to V . The path edges are concatenated to
the end of an edge list L. New paths are added in this way until any path of unused
edges leaving V does not return. The remaining unused edges are added to the end of
L and this list is returned as the edge order.
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3. Filtering suspect data
As mentioned in the introduction, it is possible that some of the distance intervals
in the input are bad. With these bad edges present, it may be impossible to nd a
consistent solution. This issue is ubiquitous to combinatorial algorithms that must deal
with inconsistencies in real data. We outline a technique for ltering a data set by
identifying elements that are potentially bad.
The following gang-ltering problem is considered: The input consists of a set E of
elements. Among these elements are some small number of bad elements. Associated
with the bad elements are subsets of the elements called gangs. A gang must contain
a bad element and cannot be a proper subset of another gang. The basic computational
primitive available is a gang check that determines whether a gang is present in a subset
of the elements. A bad element must belong to at least one gang, and may belong to
multiple gangs. The correspondence with the probe location problem is the bad elements
are the bad edges and a gang is an minimal infeasible subset of edges. A gang check
on a subset of elements is performed by running the edge orientation algorithm; if
there are no feasible solution paths, then a gang must be present. Although this is not
a constant-time operation, on real examples it is quite fast and so good gang-ltering
algorithms should adapt well to bad edge detection. To the author’s knowledge, the
gang-ltering problem is a previously unstudied combinatorial problem. It can viewed
as a generalization of the classical group testing problem [4], wherein all gangs are
singletons.
Our goal is to develop methods for nding a small set of elements whose removal
will break up all the gangs. The hope is that all or most of the bad elements will
belong to this set. If the gangs have a certain structure then more can be said about
which elements will be removed but this discussion is deferred to the end of this
section. We will call any set of elements that intersects every gang a gang cover.
The rst computational problem considered will be to discover all of the gangs. We
describe a simple algorithm for enumerating all of the gangs. Once the gangs have
been found, a gang cover can be found. We show that nding the smallest gang-cover
is NP-complete, but that a greedy algorithm can nd gang-cover whose size is bounded
within a factor of optimal. This factor will depend on size of the optimal gang-cover
and some properties of the gang structure.
3.1. Enumerating the gangs
We rst need a subroutine to nd a single gang. This subroutine will be used
repeatedly to generate a list of all the gangs. Assume S is a set of elements that
contains at least one gang. The subroutine proceeds in phases until a gang is found. In
each phase, various subsets of the elements are checked to see if they contain gang.
If a gang-containing subset is found then the subroutine is called recursively on that
subset. The phases occur as iterations of an outer loop k = 2; 3; : : : ; jSj that continues
until a gang has been found. If the end of the phase where k = jSj is reached, then
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L := fg
do
foundOne := false
let L = (G1; G2; : : : ; Gl)
forall (x1; x2; : : : ; xl) 2 G1  G2      Gl
G := ndGang(S − fx1; x2; : : : ; xlg)
if G 6= null
L := L [ G
foundOne := true
break forall
while foundOne
Fig. 3. A deterministic procedure to construct a list L of all the gangs present in a data set.
S itself is a gang and is returned. During a phase, a balanced k-way partition of the
elements is found. Let Si = S −Pi, where Pi is the set of elements in the ith partition.
A gang check is applied to each of the Si in succession. If some Si contains a gang,
the subroutine is recursively called with S = Si. During this recursive call, k is not
reset. This is because a gang smaller than k − 1 cannot be found at this point. If none
of the Si contain a gang, then k is incremented and the subroutine proceeds to the next
phase. Because a fraction 1=k of the elements are removed each time, the method can
quickly nd small gangs. In general a gang of size s is found with at most
s2 + s
logjSj
log s=(s− 1)
gang checks. The rst term in this bound is the work done by the rst invocation of
the subroutine and the second term is the work done by all the subsequent recursive
calls. This compares favorably to the naive approach of checking all size s subsets
exhaustively to nd a gang when s> 2.
The next algorithm enumerates all of the gangs present in the data set. We will
assume that the previous gang-nding subroutine is available in a function ndGang(S)
that returns a gang of S or null if a gang does not exist in S. Fig. 3 gives a deterministic
procedure for building a list L of all the gangs in a data set. The procedure builds the
list L iteratively. It works by omitting one element from each gang and checking if the
remaining elements contain a gang. If there is a new gang to discover it will be found
by this procedure. Because the dierence of any two gangs must be nonempty (since
gangs can not properly contain other gangs), there will be some choice of elements to
omit that preserves the undiscovered gang.
3.1.1. Randomized gang nding
If there are a lot gangs to nd, the deterministic procedure can become impractical.
Randomization can be eective if the expected number of gangs intersecting a random
gang is bounded by some constant B. The idea to randomly sample vectors x of
elements from G1 G2     Gl to omit from S. Assume that an undiscovered gang
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G intersects the set of gangs IG in the gang list. Gang G will be detected provided x
does contain any elements of G and so G is preserved in S − x. The probability of
this event is at least
p=
Y
i2G
jG \ Gij
jGij :
Thus, each random x provides an independent Bernoulli trial that detects a new gang
with with probability at least p. The expected number of random x’s required to
discover G is 1=p. If we assume that the gang structure has some regularity, then we
can come up with a stopping time that indicates when it is unlikely that a new gang
exists after that number of random x’s has failed to yield a new gang. In particular,
let the maximum number of gangs containing a particular element be B. Let jGi \
Gjj=jGjj>c> 0 for all i and j such that Gi\Gj 6=. Then p>cB−1 and so the probability
that t random x’s fail to discover a new gang when one exists is at most (1−cB−1)t . If
there are m gangs in total, a conservative stopping time to nd them all with probability
at least 1−  would be
T =
log(m=)
−log(1− cB−1) :
This accounts for the fact that there are m gangs to discover, so each should be
discovered with probability at least 1−=m in order to have an overall failure probability
of . This is clearly conservative as the failure probability will be much lower when
there are lot of gangs left to discover, however the analysis is dicult to tighten
because of the gang structure is arbitrary. Realistic values for the parameters might be
B = 4, m = 20 and C = 0:2. With  = 0:01 the stopping number works out to 946. If
the parameters are not known, then a stopping rule such as stopping when the number
of sample is 10 times more than the average number of samples required to nd the
previous gangs could be used. It would be interesting to investigate the properties of
this rule and variants on it.
3.2. Finding gang covers
Once all or most of the gangs have been discovered by the previous algorithm, the
structure of the gangs can be investigated. Our goal is to nd the smallest gang cover
of elements in hope that these are the bad elements. The gang structure can be viewed
as a bipartite graph where the left vertices represent the data elements and the right
vertices represent the gangs. An edge is drawn between an element e and a gang G if
e 2 G. A gang cover is a collection of element vertices C such that every gang has
an edge to at least one vertex in C. See Fig. 4.
Finding a gang cover of minimum size is precisely the set-covering problem MINI-
MUM COVER [5,3], and so Lemma 3 follows immediately.
Lemma 3. Deciding if a gang cover exists with at most k elements is NP-complete.
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Fig. 4. The gang structure graph. A gang-cover is shown.
Proof. Let (C; S; k) be an instance of MINIMUM COVER, where C is a collection
of subsets of a set of elements S. We wish to decide whether there is a collection
C0C such that jC0j6k and the union of the subsets in C0 equals S. This is problem
is identical to an instance of the gang-cover problem where C are the elements and
each s 2 S is a gang composed of those subsets of C that contain s. A solution to the
MINIMUM COVER instance exists if and only if there is a gang cover with at most
k elements.
3.2.1. An approximate gang cover algorithm
Confronted with this NP-hardness result, a well-known greedy algorithm for the set
covering problem is eective in practice [3]. The algorithm selects an element vertex
with highest degree to add to the cover (ties are broken arbitrarily). All the gang
vertices that are covered by this vertex are removed and the process is repeated until
no gangs remain. Finally the set of vertices is checked for redundancy to see if any
elements can be removed and still maintain the property that all the gangs are covered.
The gang cover is then reported. Lemma 4 describes a bound on the size of cover
found by the above greedy method.
Lemma 4. The greedy gang cover algorithm is guaranteed to nd a gang cover with
size at most (lnm+1) c; where m is the number of gangs to be covered and c is the
size of a minimum gang cover.
Proof. See the proof for the performance ratio bound for the greedy approximate
set-cover algorithm described in [3].
If the gang structure graph can be decomposed into the a set of smaller connected
components, then the greedy solution bound can be improved. Let mi be the number
gangs in the ith component and let ci be the size of a minimum gang cover for this
component. When the greedy algorithm picks an element from a particular component,
it chooses one that covers the most gangs in that component. Thus, the solution solution
found will contain at most
P
i(ln mi + 1) ci vertices.
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Fig. 5. The mob-recognition criterion does not hold when M is taken to be either of the depicted gangs.
3.3. Mobs and suspects
If the gangs have some additional structure, more can be said about which elements
are bad. An element x resembles an element y if x participates in all the gangs that y
belongs to. An element is a suspect if it resembles some bad element. Elements that
are not suspects are called bystanders. We need the following denition: A mob is a
union of gangs such that each bad element appears in at least one gang in the mob.
The following lemma shows that the set of suspects is the intersection of all the mobs.
Lemma 5. An element x is a suspect if and only if it is present in every mob.
Proof. If x is a suspect, then it is present is every gang containing some bad element
b. By denition, any mob must contain at least one of the gangs associated with b,
and so must contain x. On the other hand, if x is not a suspect, then for each bad
element b there is some gang Gb that does not contain x. Thus, the mob consisting of
the union of these Gb will not contain x.
It is possible to algorithmically determine the set of suspects if the following mob-
recognition criterion holds: If M is a collection of gangs such that E−M is gang-free,
then M is a mob. Clearly, the mob recognition criterion is not always met. A simple
example where it is not met is shown in Fig. 5.
The set of suspects can be found by enumerating all possible mobs and taking their
intersection. In theory, this can be done by considering each combination of gangs and
checking the remaining elements contain any gangs. If not, that combination was a
mob. A randomized procedure for gang-ltering works well in practice. The idea is
to repeatedly construct random mobs. The intersection of a certain number of random
mobs is reported as a set of potential suspects. This set will contain all of the suspects,
but may also contain some bystanders. The gang-enumeration procedure described in
Section 3.1 is used to generate a list of gangs. Gangs are sampled at random from this
list and added to M until E −M is gang-free.
In some cases, enough information is supplied by the gang structure that bad elements
can be identied. The following two lemmas give sucient conditions for identifying
bad elements.
Lemma 6. If x is the only (potential) suspect in some gang; then x must be bad.
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Proof. All bad elements are (potential) suspects by denition. If a gang only contains
one (potential) suspect this suspect must be the bad element of the gang.
Lemma 7. If x is a suspect and x does not resemble any other suspect; then x must
be bad.
Proof. As x is a suspect it must resemble some bad element. Since x only resembles
itself, it must be bad.
The mob-recognition criterion may be nearly met, in following sense: For some set
of bad elements B, if E − M is gang-free, then for each b 2 B; M includes a gang
containing b. In this case, all of the suspects associated with bad elements in B will be
identied as potential suspects. Unfortunately, bad elements not in B may be omitted
from the potential suspect set.
4. Experimental results
In this section, we give the results of some initial experiments with an implemen-
tation 2 of the probe-location algorithm. The input is rst tested for feasibility. If it
is found to be infeasible, the heuristic randomized gang-ltering algorithm is invoked
to remove a minimal number of potentially bad distance intervals from the input. The
set of feasible solutions is reported. Testing was done with synthetic data and FISH
distance data from human chromosome 4.
4.1. Synthetic data
An interesting question is what graph structure provides the most mapmaking infor-
mation for a given number of edges? In other words, if one is designing an experiment
with no a priori knowledge of the probe locations, which pairs of probes should one
select to measure and how many are enough? In the following experiment we consider
four dierent types of graph structures built with the same number of vertices and
edges:
 random: The endpoints of each edge are selected uniformly at random (without
replacement).
 ring: The vertices are placed in a ring, with edges between consecutive vertices.
Any remaining edges are added randomly.
 1-star: One vertex is selected at random to be a center. Every other vertex is
connected to the center via an edge. Any remaining edges are added randomly.
 2-star: Two vertices are selected at random to be centers. Each center is connected
to every other vertex. Any remaining edges are added randomly.
2 Source code is available from the author.
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Table 1
Experimental results for error-free data sets (40 probes)
Number of edges Graph type Tree nodes Ambiguous probe pairs Mean displacement
100 Random 2950 6.1 10.4
100 Ring 4783 5.6 8.3
100 1-star 1432 4.5 7.1
100 2-star 1334 3.9 8.3
200 Random 3690 3.8 3.7
200 Ring 3553 3.7 3.9
200 1-star 3284 3.8 3.5
200 2-star 2599 3.3 3.4
To determine how well each graph type performed, a number of random instances
of each type were generated for input to the program. In addition to varying the graph
type, the number of edges was also varied to get an idea about the number of probe
pairs needed to constrain the solution. Problem instances were generated as follows:
First, 40 points were sampled uniformly at random from the real interval [0,100]. Then
edges were randomly sampled using the appropriate graph type model. For each edge
distance d, the distance interval [d=(1 + s); d(1 + s)] was used, where s is a xed
interval tolerance. In all of the trials, s was set to 0:1. Hence an actual distance of 10
is supplied to the program as the distance interval [9.09,11.0]. Table 1 presents the
results. Each input combination was run twenty times and collective statistics were tab-
ulated. The ambiguous probe pairs column gives the average of the logarithm (base 2)
of the number of dierent feasible edge orientations. The reason for taking the log-
arithm is that the number of feasible edge orientations should be roughly two to the
number of ambiguous probe pair orientations, provided they are mostly independent.
The tree nodes column gives the geometric mean of the number of nodes examined
while searching the edge orientation tree and is roughly proportional to the running
time. The number of nodes examined should be roughly proportional to the number of
feasible edge orientation paths. The distribution of the number of feasible paths should
be roughly the exponential of the distribution of the number of probe pair ambiguities,
and so the geometric mean seems appropriate. The mean displacement gives the mean
of positional displacement error between the computed probe positions (the solution
vector (x1; : : : ; xn) produced by the Bellman{Ford algorithm) and the true probe posi-
tions. The Bellman{Ford algorithm returns the most compact probe map (it minimizesP
xi), so the displacements from the true solution are always towards 0.
Position comparison was done by aligning the rst probe in the computed map with
the rst probe in the true map and choosing the orientation of the computed map to
minimize the sum of the displacement errors. The mean is taken over all runs for each
input combination.
To test gang-ltering performance, 10 edges were chosen at random to be bad edges.
For 5 of these edges, if the true distance of the edge was d then the bad distance interval
was constructed as if the distance was d=2. For the other 5, if the true distance of the
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Table 2
Experimental results for data sets with errors (40 probes, 200 edges)
Graph Tree Ambig. Bad Good Mean
type nodes probe edges edges displacement
pairs accepted removed
Random 3952 4.0 1.0 0.2 3.0
Ring 3360 3.5 0.9 0.6 3.3
1-star 3309 3.4 0.9 0.5 3.2
2-star 2850 4.0 0.7 0.3 3.3
edge was d then the distance interval was constructed as if the distance was 2d. A
stopping time of 40 was taken and maximum gang size was limited to 10 and a
maximum of 100 gangs were found in order that a single run would complete in a few
minutes time on a fast workstation. Table 2 presents the results averaged over twenty
independent runs. The number of edges was xed at 200. The bad edges accepted
column gives the average number of bad edges that were not excluded from the input.
The good edges removed column gives the average number of good edges which were
removed from the input.
The results do not strongly favor any one type of graph, but the 2-star topology
appears slightly better than the rest in both the error-free case and the more realistic
test where errors are present. The mean displacements are improved (lowered) with
additional edges. This indicates that the solution space becomes more constrained with
additional edges, as one would expect. It would be interesting to explore the algorithm
parameters more thoroughly as well to determine the optimal settings for the stopping
time, maximum number of gangs to nd, maximum gang size, etc.
4.2. Human chromosome 4 data
The next data set considered was based on FISH distance measurements for 10 cos-
mid probes on band p16 of human chromosome 4. 3 Maps of these probes in this
4 Mb region have been published in the literature (see [9] for a list of references).
The published reference maps agree on the probe order, but the inter-probe distances
reported vary between the maps by 10{30%. The data was collected as follows: In-
terphase distance measurements were made for forty-four pairs of probes. Each pair
considered was measured approximately 100 times. For each pair, the mean of the
squared measurements was computed (the random-walk model predicts the genomic
distance to be linear in this quantity). The mean values were converted to distance
intervals by assuming the true distance to lie within 30% of the measured distance in
either direction. Previous studies [8{10] have shown this corresponds to a high con-
dence interval (at least 90%) for genomic distances up to about 1.5 Mb. These distance
intervals were supplied as input to the program. Only one solution was found, and it
3 Data set supplied by B. Trask, Department of Molecular Biotechnology, University of Washington.
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agreed with the established probe order and approximate interprobe distances. It was
interesting that it was necessary to discard about 20% of the intervals in order to nd a
consistent solution. If the interval tolerance was lowered to 25% a few more intervals
were discarded but the same general solution was found. Likewise, if the tolerance was
raised to 35%, the same solution was found, with a few less intervals discarded. The
discarded edges were mostly too short to t into the solution map, which predicted
their separation to be larger. One explanation would be that the chromosome is folding
back on itself more than a random walk would predict. Thus, for some pairs of probes,
the genomic separation distance is underestimated by the random-walk model.
5. Future work
For the probe-location problem, it would be interesting to consider generalizations
to the distance error model. A biased condence interval model would possibly be
relevant to mapping a genomic region that behaved mostly like a random walk, but
occasionally looped back upon itself. In this model, the probability that the condence
interval underestimates the true genomic distance is greater than the probability that it
overestimates. In other words, it is more likely that the true distance falls beyond an
inconsistent distance interval, rather than falls short of the interval. These error priors
could be used in deciding which edges to remove in the error-detection phase. Finally,
it would be interesting to consider more general models of pairwise measurement er-
ror. If the error distribution function was known, one could search for a maximum
likelihood probe positioning. This would also apply to constructing genetic maps from
co-inheritance data.
The gang-ltering problem is an interesting theoretical problem that merits further
study. The problem model is quite general, so the author is interested in nding other
useful applications for it. Combinatorial computational biology problems seem good
candidates as the input data is often gathered experimentally and contains some errors.
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